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A smart health solution  
allowing patients  
(or parents) to receive 
professional medical diagnoses 
from the comfort of home

AI-supported remote exams, medical data capture and diagnosis 
can all be done in less than an hour  

Product Overview

Remote examination/collecting of 
medical vitals

Possible early identification of medical 
conditions

Medical professionals receives all  
the data required to make a remote 
diagnosis

Creates a record of previous symptoms 
and diagnoses

Receive a diagnosis in under an hour

No need to worry about travel  
or excessive wait times

Thanks to Guardian Eye Higo Family, attending to 
common medical conditions just became a lot 
less stressful. 

If you or a loved one has fallen ill and you have 
Higo Family, there’s no need to leave home. The 
stress of travelling to a clinic and waiting in line 
with the risk of catching something from the 
other patients is non-existent. The doctor’s office 
is... wherever you are. You perform the exams, 
send the results to the secure Higo app and a 
diagnosis, recommendations, e-prescriptions, 
and your treatment plan is delivered straight 
back. All in less than an hour.

Having a GE Higo Family kit at home, or on holiday, 
enables you to capture and collect vital medical 
data including Temperature (measurement), 
Breathing (cough audio registration), Lungs 
(auscultation), Heart Rate (estimation), Abdomen 
(auscultation), Ear (image exam), Throat (image 
exam) and Skin (image exam) that can be 
transferred to a medical professional immediately 
to make a remote, initial diagnosis.

This could lead to a virtual appointment via an 
application with a medical professional for further 
diagnosis and treatment.



Remote diagnosis 
saves time  
and money

How it Works

guardianeye.co.za

Features and Benefits
One device, five interchangeable 
modules 
Allows for easy collection of a range of 
comprehensive, vital medical data.
 
Remote diagnosis
Receive almost immediate medical attention from 
wherever you happen to be via the secure Higo 
app.
 
Higo on holiday
No need to book an appointment with a doctor 
you don’t know. Send medical data directly to 
your own doctor for diagnosis from anywhere.

Compact and easy to use
The exams are simple and intuitive, with step-by-
step instructions to guide you along the way.
 
Extra care for chronic conditions
Guardian Eye Higo Family can be programmed 
to collect medical data at set times for progress 
reviews from your doctor remotely.
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Higo Cloud-based Health Platform

Higo Doctor’s Portal

Higo Device Higo Mobile AppHigo Cloud  
Database Server


